Ultimaker 2+ Connect user guide

1. Safety
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Only be used by persons that have carefully trained and understood the safe operations
of it.
Never reach inside the 3D printers while it is in operation.
Only control the printer with the touchscreen at the front.
The print heads of the printer can reach above 200 °C, while the heated bed can reach
above 100 °C. Do not touch either of when in operation.
Allow the printer to cool down sufficiently before reaching inside to remove parts.
Do not change the filter of the Air Manager while the fan is in operation.
Always unplug the product before performing maintenance.
Only 0.28mm PLA material is allow for Product Design 3D printers. No exceptions!
Crushing or pinching hazard

Do not reach into the top area of the printer during operation due to a
pinching hazard. Do not lean over the printer during operation due to risk of
entanglement of hair, jewelry and scarfs. This may cause minor pain, but no significant
injury to the user is expected from pinching or entanglement by the drive belts.

•

Hot surface hazard

There is a potential risk of burns: the print heads of the Ultimaker 3D printers can reach
temperatures above 200 °C, while the heated bed can reach temperatures above
100 °C. Do not touch either of these parts with your bare hands.

2. Introduction
Main components

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Print head cable
Air manager
Print head
Build plate clamp
Build plate
USB port
Touchscreen display

1. Bowden tube
2. Spool holder
3. Feeder
4. Ethernet port
5. OUT port
6. Power socket
7. On/Off button
8. Air Manager cover
9. Air Manager fan
10. Air Manager filter housing

11. Touchscreen

The main menu offers three options, represented by the following icons:
1. Materials. This menu shows which material is currently loaded. It also offers the options
to change, load, or unload material, or select a different material type.
2. Settings. In this menu, you can update the firmware, connect to the Digital Factory, and
change settings for the frame lighting.
3. Maintenance. In the maintenance menu, you can manually set the nozzle temperature
and move the build plate, for example for troubleshooting purposes. Additionally, this
menu offers the build plate leveling process and a diagnostics option.
12. Set up for 3D Printing
•

•

Turn on the printer with the power switch at the back.

Wait for machine to Boot up. It will take about 2 to 3 minutes. Be patient.

•

•

Machine is at Home screen.

Home screen allows you to access Materials, Settings or Maintenance menus.

13. Level the build plate
It is recommended that you level the build plate before every print. Otherwise, many hours
could be waste due to negligence. It may also cause damage to the print heads when the
printed parts becomes dislodge from the built plate. Apply “Printer’s Tape” on the build plate
for better adhesion of part to the build plate during printing.
•

Select “Maintenance“ from Home screen.

•

Select “Level Build Plate”

Wait for the print head and build plate to move to the start position

Remove the Air Manager Top and Front Cover

Calibration Card
The calibration card that come with the Ultimaker 2 connect would have probably been
damage due to prolong use when you read this. You can alternatively use the common A4
copier paper to calibrate. It has the same thickness as the calibration card. Cut it into a name
card size for calibration convivence.

Adjust the thumb wheel under the build plate at the back until you feel some resistance when
moving the card.

•
•

The print head will move to the next position.
Place the calibration card under the nozzle again and adjust the front-right thumb wheel
until you feel some resistance on the card.

•

Select Done adjusting to continue.

•

Place the calibration card under the nozzle again and adjust the front-left thumb wheel
until you feel some resistance on the card.

•

Select Done adjusting to continue.

Fine Tuning

•

•

As a final step, the printhead will return to the first point. Fine-tune the leveling, and
check if you still feel the same resistance on the calibration card at the back of the build
plate or adjust the thumb wheel until you do.
The build plate is now leveled correctly for an optimal adhesion of the first layer.

14. Material
Before you can start printing on the Ultimaker 2+ Connect, you need to load material into the printer.
For efficiency, cost, logistics and ease of maintenance we use only 0.28mm PLA material.

Do not use any other materials for printing!
Materials for printing

You can use either original Ultimaker material or Generic material as long as it is 0.28mm PLA.
All Ultimaker materials have been extensively tested and have optimized profiles in Ultimaker
Cura to ensure the best print results. Therefore, it is advised to use one of the default profiles in
Ultimaker Cura for the highest reliability.
Each material requires different settings for optimal results. When using Ultimaker Cura to
prepare your model,these settings are automatically set correctly if the correct nozzle size and
material are selected.
Generic materials or open-source materials are cheaper and easily bought. But quality tends to
be much lower and there could be chances of unexpected fail prints. You can find the local
suppliers on ADM Product Design website under 3D filament.
https://www.admproductdesign.com/suppliers

Preparing material for printing

Straighten the end of the material so it can easily enter the feeder.

Cut the end of the filament at an angle so it can enter the Printhead easily.

15. Setting Material

•

From Home page ,select Materials

•

From Materials, Scroll down

•

Select Set material

•

Choose Set material if you want to change what is on the 3D printer.

•

If you are using Ultimaker material choose Ultimaker. Otherwise choose Generic.

•

Scroll down the menu and choose PLA

•

Choose the color of your material. Select Yes to confirm or choose Other to change.

• Return to Materials menu
16. Loading material

•

Select Load Material

•

Insert the material from the reel in an anti-clockwise direction

•

Push the filament into the print head

•

Close the feeder lever

•

Click Material is extruding when you can see the material extruding from the Printhead

•
•

Click Skip cooldown if you intend to print immediately
Click Return to Main menu to start your print

17. Install Ultimaker Cura
• Download Ultimaker Cura at https://ultimaker.com/software/ultimaker-cura
• At the time of writing this the version is Cura 4. 13.1.
• You will be guided through the installation. After completing these steps, you are ready
to start using Ultimaker Cura.
• You can refer to YouTube for detailed and in-depth training for Untimaker Cura

18. Configure the Ultimaker 2+ Connect

•

Install Cura

Select 3D Printer

•

Cura start up interface

•

Select Settings – Printers – Add Printer

•

Select Add non-network printer

•

Select Ultimaker 2+ Connect – Add

Set Extruder Nozzle Size
The Extruder Nozzle size in the Lab is all 0.4mm.

Select Extruder 1 – Nozzle – 0.4mm

•

Check every time before you start printing if the setting are the same with the 3D
printer

Interface

After adding the Ultimaker 2+ Connect in Ultimaker Cura, the main interface will become visible. Here is
an overview of the user interface (UI).
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Open file
Printer selection panel
Stages

Configuration panel
Print settings panel
Action panel
3D viewer
Camera position tool
Positioning and Adjustment tools for Print Object

The Ultimaker Cura workflow is arranged in three stages, seen at the top of the interface. These are the
prepare, preview, and monitor stages.
Prepare stage
1. Load the model(s) by clicking the ‘open file’ folder icon
2. In the configuration panel, select the material type you wish to print with
3. Use the adjustment tools to position, scale, and rotate the model as desired
4. Select your desired settings (profile, layer height, infill, support and build plate adhesion) in the print
settings panel
5. When satisfied with your print settings and print strategy, press the Slice button on the action panel
6. When slicing is complete, the action panel will now direct you to the preview stage

Preview Stage
The preview stage allows you to see exactly how your model will be printed. Use the different color
schemes to get various information about your model. You can view the different line types,
differentiate infill from skin, or use the X-ray view to detect gaps within your model.
Monitor Stage
The monitor stage utilizes the Ultimaker Digital Factory functionality so you can easily monitor the status
of your networked Ultimaker printer.
This stage is not use in the Lab as the printer is not connected to NTU network for security reasons.
Printing with the Air Manager
Ultimaker 2+ Connect Air Manager is designed to simply and effectively increase user safety. The Air
Manager consists of the top cover, filter, and front enclosure. Proper use of the Air Manager minimizes
the emission hazards related to UFPs caused by 3D printing materials.
The Ultimaker 2+ Connect is enhanced with the following features:
•
•

UFP filtering. The Air Manager encloses the top and front of the Ultimaker 2+ Connect
and ensures an insideout airflow. The air passes through an E10 filter whereby ultrafine
particles (UFPs) get trapped
Physical barrier. The enclosed top and front prevent users from reaching into the
machine during operation and ensures particles from the environment do not influence
the print result

When a print has finished, wait until the printer has completely cooled down. This will allow sufficient
time to filter all particles from the printing process. Then remove the front enclosure so you can take
the finished print from the build plate.

Components of the Air Manager

Preparing Build Plate for printing
It is recommended to apply masking tape to the glass build plate before starting a print. This will ensure
that your print adheres reliably to the build plate. It will also prevent the glass build plate from chipping
when removing prints.

Do not use use of Spray Mount or Glue on the build plate!

Remove the front cover

Release both left and right build plate clamp

Remove build plate from 3D printer

Clean build plate with IPA if necessary

Apply masking tape to build plate.

Do Not overlap the masking tape!

Install the build plate back to the 3D print. Clamp the plate.
Saving your files in Cura for printing

Select Slice for Cura to prepare file for printing

After Slicing, Select Save to Disk.

Choose the location where you want to save the file

You can save your file either as G-code or Ultimaker Format Package

Printing on the Ultimaker

Plug in your USB and click Select from USB

Choose your file form the list

An image of your object will be display. Confirm that it is the right file and select Print

Print head and Build plate will heat up before print starts.

Build Plate will move up and start to print. Print head will extrude a small about of material at the
bottom left corner of build plate to ensure print head is extruding properly. It will then move to the
location of the object and start to print.

You can Pause or Stop your print here

You can see your object and Time remaining here

You can check your Material and Total print time here

Removing the print
•
•
•
•
•
•

Once your 3D print is finished it must be removed from the build plate
Allow the build plate and the print to cool down after printing
Use a spatula to remove the print
If the print is adhered too tightly to the build plate, remove the build plate form the printer.
Apply IPA sparingly around the print area. Wait for 10 to minutes. Try to remove it again. It
should be able to come off easily.
Once the print has been removed and the build plate is placed back in the printer, confirm the
print removal on the display of the Ultimaker 2+ Connect. This will allow the next print job to
start.
If necessary, clean the glass build plate and apply a new layer of masking tape before starting
the next print.

The Filament Dryer

Given Singapore's high humidity weather, 3D printing filaments generally do not last very long and get
too moist and brittle over time. PLA and ABS are especially vulnerable to this issue as they are
hygroscopic, meaning they readily try to absorb moisture from the air. This filament dryer combats this
problem very well by keeping the filament in a dry box while you print! Works with various filament
diameters and dries your filament quickly and evenly.
Recommended Temperature
•
•

500C
Temperature of the Dryer in the Lab should have already been set. You probably only need to
set the Drying time.

Drying Timing
•
•
•

5 hours for reels with more than 70% remaining filament
3 hours for reels with more than 50% remaining filament
2 hours for reels with less than 50% remaining filament

3D print results with filament before and after drying

Operations

LCD is blank when not in use. Press button to turn ON

Press and hold to change temperature. Adjust temperature by pressing left or right button.

Change to SV Time for drying time. Adjust temperature by pressing left or right button.

Drying while Printing
You can dry your filament while printing. However, it is recommend that you dry it before printing.
There are two holes on the dryer where the filament comes out. Choose the hole depending on your
printer configuration.

For more in-depth operations of the Dyer, there are many videos on YouTube.
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